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Abstract

ABC Rex is a computer program that allows users to infer range ex-
pansion parameters from just spatial occurrence data, using approximate

Bayesian computation (ABC). Among its features are a simple graphi-
cal user interface (GUI), live graphical updates of parameter distributions
and production of high quality graphs of estimated posterior distributions.
ABC Rex can be downloaded from:

http://hamiltonlab.wordpress.com/abc-in-ecology/abc-rex/
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1 Change Log

Version 1.0 Base version as specified in Section 2.

2 ABC Rex Overview

In the interest of usability, ABC Rex involves three separate user interface
sections that partition the workflow from input to output into three fundamental
tasks. The three sections are accessible through “tab” controls titled, “Observed
Data”, “Parameters” and “ABC Execution”.

2.1 The “Observed Data” Tab

For data, ABC Rex offers functionality under the “Observed Data” tab to either
load observed data or to execute a simulator that can generate pseudo-observed

data, which is data that has been simulated from know parameter values. We
have discussed these two types of data separately, as the two kinds of data serve
very different purposes.

Observed Data: The purpose of observed data in ABC Rex, is to stand as
a record for the actual dispersal pattern of a species over a geographical region.
Since geographic coordinate systems such as UTM have region dependence, dif-
ferent investigators around the world will each record locations in their observed
data using their local geographic coordinate system. To accommodate, ABC
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Rex will accept any coordinate system used in observed data, provided that the
coordinate system is sufficiently rectangular. For example, UTM coordinates
or even latitude/longitude coordinates on small regions can be used with ABC
Rex. This flexibility is possible with ABC Rex, provided that the observed data
has been formatted as a comma separated value (CSV) file, where new line
(‘\n’, not ‘\r’) and comma (‘,’) characters in the file respectively delimit rows
and columns in a table that contains enough information to specify a mapping
between grid and geographical coordinates. To explain the information in this
table, the first five rows of a typical ABC Rex data file have been provided:

X,Y,Pop,K

100,100,0,0

1522901,-3985371,0,500

1523401,-3985371,157,500

1523901,-3985371,124,500

ABC Rex ignores the first row, which only contains headings. The first two
comma separated values in the second row define the grid dimensions of a field
study in terms of the number of grid elements wide going along the geographical
x-dimension and grid elements high going along the geographical y-dimension.
The remaining comma separated zeros serve only as padding. Each row that
follows represents the properties of a grid element and contains four-comma
separated values where the first two values are the least geographic x and y

coordinates of the grid element, the third value is a population count and the
fourth is the carrying capacity of the grid element. Each grid element must have
a row in the data, but these rows can occur in arbitrary order. Once loaded
using the “Load File” button, ABC Rex aligns the grid origin with the least-
most geographical coordinates in the data so that ABC Rex can correctly map
between grid and geographical coordinates.

Pseudo-observed Data: The purpose of pseudo-observed data is to stand
as a proxy for observed data, in testing the performance of ABC Rex to recover
known parameter values from data. This kind of test can provide important
information about how long ABC Rex will take to estimate parameters given
different dispersal patterns and the level of error to expect in estimates. In
the operation of generating pseudo-observed data, ABC Rex can accept trial
parameter values (see Table 1) under “Simulate Data” and execute its range
expansion simulator through the “Execute Simulator” button. The data output
from this simulation will save to a CSV file in a format that can be loaded by
ABC Rex and used as observed data.

2.2 The “Parameters” Tab

ABC Rex estimates parameters for an internal range-expansion model simulated
in a cellular automata (see Rasmussen and Hamilton, 2012). The user interface
under the “Parameters” tab provides users with controls to either fix model
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parameters to known values, or set prior bounds for parameters to be estimated.
Table 1 describes the model parameters that can be set or bounded in ABC Rex.

Table 1: The set of parameters for the internal range-expansion model of ABC
Rex, which have been presented here in the same order as they appear in the
user interface of the “Parameters” tab.

Parameter Description
x0 The x-coordinate of the initial population.
y0 The y-coordinate of the initial population.
τ The total number of time steps since invasion.

P0(x0, y0) The initial population size.
r̂ The intrinsic rate of population growth.

pmig The probability of emigration out of a source
grid element, which leads to either a short or
long distance dispersal.

pLDD Probability of long distance dispersal (LDD),
to a grid element not adjacent to the source
grid element. Note, the probability of emi-
gration to grid element adjacent to the source
grid element is 1− pLDD or the probability of
short distance dispersal.

σLDD The std. deviation of the LDD distribution.

The grid dimensions limit bounds on the spatial parameters and bounds
on the initial population are limited between one and the maximum carrying
capacity defined in the data. Probabilities are by definition limited to be 1
or less, and for pragmatic reasons the lower probability bound is limited to a
value close to, but not equal to, zero. The remaining parameters have bounds
limited only by the representational power of numerical controls in the user
interface. The current iteration of ABC Rex assumes uniform priors between
any set parameter bounds.

2.3 The “ABC Execution” Tab

Controls to start and monitor ABC executions and to save ABC results appear
under the “ABC Execution” tab. Under this tab, users can control ABC exe-
cutions through run, pause and stop button controls and monitor in real-time
the progress of parameter estimates in posterior density plots (see Figure 1).
In addition, users can select and save image files of density plots, even during
ABC executions. Since ABC Rex involves a sequential PMC ABC program (see
Robert et al., 2008), users can adjust the number of time steps and particle
population sizes for ABC executions. Finally, users can save results to a CSV
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spreadsheet file as a particle population at any time during and after terminating
an ABC execution. A typical workflow for ABC Rex involves loading observed
data under the “Observed Data” tab, setting parameter values or bounds in the
“Parameters” tab and finally executing ABC and saving results in the “ABC
Execution” tab.

Figure 1: The user interface under the “ABC Execution” tab of the ABC Rex
program, displaying good parameters estimates 1 hour and 50 minutes into an
ABC execution on a Macbook pro. In this example, pseudo-observed data was
used and the trial parameters values were successfully estimated.
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